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Abstract
To many statisticians and citizens, the outcome of the most recent U.S. presi-
dential election represents a failure of data-driven methods on the grandest scale.
This impression has led to much debate and discussion about how the election
predictions went awry—Were the polls inaccurate? Were the models wrong? Did
we misinterpret the probabilities?—and how they went right—Perhaps the analy-
ses were correct even though the predictions were wrong, that’s just the nature of
probabilistic forecasting. With this in mind, we analyze the election outcome with
respect to a core set of effectiveness principles. Regardless of whether and how
the election predictions were right or wrong, we argue that they were ineffective
in conveying the extent to which the data was informative of the outcome and the
level of uncertainty in making these assessments. Among other things, our anal-
ysis sheds light on the shortcomings of the classical interpretations of probability
and its communication to consumers in the form of predictions. We present here
an alternative approach, based on a notion of validity, which offers two immediate
insights for predictive inference. First, the predictions are more conservative, ar-
guably more realistic, and come with certain guarantees on the probability of an
erroneous prediction. Second, our approach easily and naturally reflects the (possi-
bly substantial) uncertainty about the model by outputting plausibilities instead of
probabilities. Had these simple steps been taken by the popular prediction outlets,
the election outcome may not have been so shocking.
Keywords and phrases: Interpretation of probability; plausibility; prediction;
statistical modeling; validity.
1 Introduction
On the morning of November 8, 2016, the day of the United States presidential election,
Nate Silver’s FiveThirtyEight website estimated Hillary Clinton’s chance of being elected
President at 72%, The New York Times estimated Clinton at 91%, The Huffington Post
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98%, and the Princeton Election Consortium 99% [8, 10]. Bolstered and perhaps influ-
enced by these probabilities, the analyses of many political pundits pointed to a likely, if
not inevitable, Clinton victory. Yet, at 3am the next morning, Donald Trump delivered
a victory speech as the President-Elect of the United States.
In the days and weeks that followed, discussion of the historic election quickly turned
into debate over what went wrong and who or what was to blame:
• some blamed the data, including Sam Wang, co-founder of the Princeton Election
Consortium, who told The New York Times that “state polls were off in a way that
has not been seen in previous presidential election years” [10];
• some changed their story, including FiveThirtyEight , who reframed the narrative
from “there’s a wide range of outcomes, and most of them come up Clinton” on the
day of the election [20] to the assertion that there were “plenty of paths to victory
for Trump” and “people should have been better prepared for it” afterwards [22];
• others were in denial, including Irizarry, who was bold enough to declare that
“statistically speaking, Nate Silver, once again, got it right” [7].
Based on this fallout, FiveThirtyEight , The New York Times, Princeton Election
Consortium, and many newcomers will likely put forth “new and improved” methods for
the 2020 election. Time will tell how improved those methods turn out to be. In the
meantime, however, the fields of statistics and data science will continue on much like
they did before the election. For the field at large, the specific methodologies undertaken
to obtain the predictions of 72%, 91%, 98%, 99% for Clinton are of little significance to
the many more salient and consequential applications of statistical methods in science,
medicine, finance, etc. With the interests of broader statistical practice in mind, we
dispense with any attempts to diagnose in what ways the election analyses were “right”
or “wrong.” We instead treat the election analysis meta-statistically, extracting three
main insights and highlighting pressing questions about how probabilistic predictions
ought to be conducted and communicated moving forward.
First, we address the tendency, even among statisticians and data scientists, to be
results-oriented in assessing the effectiveness of their analyses. The widely publicized
success of FiveThirtyEight ’s 2008 and 2012 election predictions coupled with larger soci-
etal trends toward quantitative analysis fuel a kind of blind faith in data-driven methods.
Trends toward data-based methods across the spectrum of business, industry, and politics
have been accompanied by a shift away from principles in statistical circles. As Speed
stated plainly in a recent column of the IMS Bulletin:
If a statistical analysis is clearly shown to be effective [...] it gains nothing
from being described as principled [23].
But if the effectiveness of a certain method is primarily judged by the fact that it seems
to have worked in hindsight, then what are we left with when such a method fails? In
the wake of the 2016 election, we are left with outrage, confusion, questions, and not
many answers. Moreover, since the effectiveness of any given statistical analysis must
be assessed prior to observing the outcome, such a judgment cannot be entirely results-
driven. It must be based on principles. In Section 2 we present three basic effectiveness
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principles for any statistical analysis and discuss these principles in the context of the
2016 election.
Second, we discuss perhaps the most mysterious aspect of election analysis and prob-
abilistic analyses in general: the probabilities themselves. Is the FiveThirtyEight prob-
ability of 72% for Clinton to be interpreted as a frequency, a degree of belief, a betting
quotient, or something else? Are we to assess the quality of these probabilities in terms of
coherence, calibration, proper scoring, or some other way? Do these differences matter?
Even among statisticians there is widespread disagreement on how to answer these ques-
tions. Worse is the impulse by some to dismiss questions about the meaning of probability
and the quality of predictions.
“[T]he key thing to understand is that [data science] is a tool that is not
necessarily going to give you answers, but probabilities,” said Erik Brynjolf-
sson, a professor at the Sloan School of Management at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Mr. Brynjolfsson said that people often do not understand that if the
chance that something will happen is 70 percent, that means there is a 30
percent chance it will not occur. The election performance, he said, is “not
really a shock to data science and statistics. It’s how it works” [10].
In high-impact and high-exposure applications like this election, when the reputation of
data science is on the line, the interpretation and communication of probabilities to the
general public ought to be taken more seriously than Brynjolfsson suggests. After dis-
cussing the merits and demerits of the classical interpretations of probability for election
predictions in Section 3, we propose a new approach that avoids the various shortcomings
of traditional perspectives by only requiring an interpretation of small probability values,
a` la Cournot [16]. A key feature of this perspective is that the derived predictions are
valid, i.e., the probability of an erroneous prediction is no more than a specified thresh-
old. This validity property is achieved by making more conservative predictions, thereby
avoiding the charge of “overselling precision” raised by some after the election [10].
Third, we make the important distinction, arising out of the discussion of Section 2,
between variability in statistical estimates and uncertainty in the model setup. While
it is common to report the former, it is uncommon to report the latter when making
predictions. More precisely, a statistical model encodes uncertainty in the data, which
can be used to derive measures of variability for estimators, confidence intervals, etc.
But these measures are only reliable insofar as the model is sound for a given application.
They do not account for variability in estimators due to uncertainty in the choice of
model. In Section 4, we describe how to account for this latter type of uncertainty in the
statistical analysis. Specifically, we propose an alternative output of plausibility rather
than probability, which accounts for uncertainty in a natural way that makes predictions
more conservative and assessments of predictive validity more stringent.
Finally, in Section 5, we conclude with some remarks about the statistical community’s
reaction to the election outcomes, and how the perceived failure of data science in the
election predictions might be turned into an opportunity to better communicate the
capabilities and limitations of statistical methods.
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2 Were the analyses effective?
We begin with the premise that statistical analyses ought to be evaluated based on how
effective they are in providing insight about a scientific question of interest, not whether
they produce correct predictions. In election analysis, the question is simple: Which can-
didate will win the election? The analyses of several outlets, including FiveThirtyEight ,
Princeton Election Consortium, etc., were conducted with this question in mind. Were
those analyses effective?
We first stress that in many statistical applications, the correct answer or outcome
may never be revealed, making a right/wrong classification of predictions impossible.
Even in cases like the election, where the outcome is eventually revealed, an assessment of
effectiveness is only useful if made prior to learning the outcome. Effectiveness, therefore,
cannot be judged by whether or not an approach “worked” in a particular instance, in
terms of giving a “right” or “wrong” prediction. Similarly, a determination of effectiveness
cannot be based on other statistical analyses, for then the effectiveness of the meta-
analysis must be established, ad infinitum. Effectiveness must instead be established
by non-statistical means, which include principles, subject matter knowledge, qualitative
assessments, intuition, and logic. In this section, we evaluate the 2016 election analyses
based on a set of effectiveness principles [2], which are necessary to ensure that the three
main components of statistical practice—data, model, and inference—fit together in a
coherent way. In particular, data must be relevant for the question of interest; the model
must be sound for the given data; and the inference/prediction must be valid for the
given model.
Principle 1: The data must be relevant
For a statistical analysis to be effective, the data must be relevant for answering the
question under consideration. With regards to the question, who will win the presidential
election?, common sense suggests that polling data is relevant to the election outcome.
However, this judgment relies on an assumption that those polled are representative of
the general electorate and their responses are truthful (at least at the time the poll
is taken).1 In reality, both of these assumptions—and others from the classical survey
sampling theory—may have been violated to some extent in the 2016 election polling.
The challenge to statistical analysis, however, is not the binary question of relevance
or irrelevance, but rather the manner in which the data may be relevant for the given
question. Although polling data has been useful in the past and continues to be relevant
in the present, the way in which the polls convey this information is likely to change over
time. For example, the advent of social media and the decline of landline telephones has
changed the way in which polls are conducted, which in turn may affect (positively or
negatively) the information we are able to glean from the polls.
In the 2016 election, in particular, several statisticians, including Gelman, have ad-
mitted that the relevance of the polls was incorrectly assessed by many of the analyses.
1For the sake of our discussion, we assume that the analyses carried out by FiveThirtyEight , Princeton
Election Consortium, The New York Times, etc., were based largely on polling data. FiveThirtyEight
offers a polls-only and a polls-plus prediction; the latter includes some additional information about
other current trends, but these estimates rarely differ by more than a few points.
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So Nate [Silver] and I were both guilty of taking the easy way out and looking
at poll aggregates and not doing the work to get inside the polls. We’re doing
that now, in December, but I/we should’ve been doing it in October. Instead
of obsessing about details of poll aggregation, we should’ve been working more
closely with the raw data [5].
Such comments stand in stark contrast to the excuse by Sam Wang that the “polls were
off” and, more broadly, that
In this presidential election, analysts said, the other big problem was that some
state polls were wrong [10].
From a scientific point of view, the concept that the polls were wrong suggests a
perplexing juxtaposition of the experiment and the experimenter, the science and the
scientist. The polls are the data used by FiveThirtyEight , Princeton Election Consortium,
etc., to make predictions. And what is a data scientist’s job if not to understand data?
Just as it is a biologist’s job to understand the biology and a physicist’s job to understand
the physical world. Blaming a faulty statistical analysis on the data is tantamount to
a physicist blaming an electron or a biologist blaming a lab rat for a flawed scientific
hypothesis. Armed with relevant data, the data scientist is tasked with gleaning whatever
insights the data can provide. Attempts by Wang and others to blame faulty predictions
on erroneous polls, then, only highlight their failure to properly account for the key
sources of variation in the data. This is not an error in the data, but rather in the
modeling of that data.
Principle 2: The model must be sound
The statistical model must be sound in the sense that it accounts for sources of variation,
whether as a result of data collection or natural variation in the underlying system.
Claims, such as Wang’s, that the polls were off are based primarily on the fact that the
usual models did not fit the 2016 polls as well as they have fit past polls. Such reasoning is
backwards. The model assumed that the data was relevant in a way that it was not, likely
because the chosen model failed to adequately account for certain sources of variability
in the polling data, as Gelman points out above.
Leading up to election day, there was ample discussion of a possible “hidden” Trump
vote, akin to the so-called Bradley effect [25] from the 1982 California governor’s race.
The reasoning behind a possible hidden Trump vote was based on sound, albeit non-
quantitative, reasoning: quite simply, it was socially unacceptable to openly support
Trump in many parts of the country and, as the theory goes, Trump voters in those regions
would either say nothing or claim to support Clinton but secretly vote for Trump on elec-
tion day. This speculation was largely dismissed by data scientists because, unironically,
there was no evidence for it in the data. In the post-election analysis, FiveThirtyEight
holds to the claim that “shy” voters were not the reason why the outcome differed from
what the polls suggested [21], but still based on the assumption that the existence of the
“hidden” voter would have manifested itself in the data. Ultimately, it is unclear whether
the Trump vote was actually “hidden” or merely overlooked by the current statistical ap-
paratus. What is clear, however, is that the predictors’ models were consistently unsound
in that they did not properly account for the variability in the polls.
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The predictions also failed to reflect the uncertainty in what information the polls
conveyed about the eventual outcome. For example, rather than dismiss the possibility
of a hidden Trump vote, or any other explanation for why the polls may have been skewed,
the predictions would have been more insightful if they reflected the model uncertainty in
their reported predictions. While accounting for such uncertainty makes the predictions
less definitive, it makes them more reliable and less sensitive to arbitrary or unjustified
assumptions. We discuss the issue further in Section 4.
Principle 3: The prediction must be valid
For a statistical analysis to be effective, the inference drawn must be valid, meaning
that the conclusions can be justified to someone else who otherwise agrees with the
model setup. For this, it must be clear how the statistical output is to be interpreted.
In the present context, the output assigns a percentage to each candidate—e.g., 72%
for Clinton and 28% for Trump—and inference corresponds to a prediction based on
the output. Assessing the quality of these inferences requires an understanding of how
these probabilities are to be interpreted. Therefore, the probabilities themselves do not
constitute a prediction—a prediction is an interpretation of the probabilities.
For example, on October 24, 2016, Silver [19] estimated Clinton’s probability of victory
at 83–85%. He interpreted this figure to mean:
Hillary Clinton is probably going to become the next president.
Where does this conclusion come from? Perhaps Silver interpreted the estimated 83%/17%
Clinton/Trump probabilities (at that time) in terms of betting odds, making Clinton
roughly a 5-to-1 favorite to win. Or maybe he instead interprets these percentages vaguely
as “measures of risk,” as he said in a TV interview after the election [13]. Silver is free
to interpret these values as he pleases when arriving at his prediction that Clinton will
“probably” win, but a clear interpretation is necessary if the 83% probability is to con-
vey any additional information in terms of how likely the prediction is to be correct.
In particular, Silver’s choice of the word probably is not insignificant; it suggests some
vague level of certainty, apparently stronger than “maybe” and weaker than “definitely,”
which can have a significant influence on the opinions—and even actions—of the average
FiveThirtyEight consumer. For example, contrast Silver’s prediction that Clinton will
“probably” win based on probability 83% on October 24th to his prediction that she will
“most likely” win based on probability 72% on November 8 [20]. Of course, 83% is bigger
than 17% so, if forced to choose between the two, it makes sense that Silver would choose
Clinton. But nothing forces Silver, or any one else, to make such a choice: one could,
quite reasonably, declare the race “too close to call.”
Since the various outlets, FiveThirtyEight included, offer many different numbers
without a clearly spelled out rationale for how to interpret them, it is hard to argue for
the validity of any one of these predictions. And, furthermore, it is unclear whether and
how to compare probabilities from different sources. The Princeton Election Consortium’s
99% probability conveys greater confidence in a Clinton win than FiveThirtyEight’s 72%,
but on what scale are we to make such comparisons?
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3 Valid predictions
Consider the pair (X, Y ), where X represents polling data and any other information used
to arrive at a prediction and Y is the actual outcome of the election. In general, Y takes
values in the finite set Y consisting of all eligible presidential candidates, i.e., natural-born
U.S. citizens over the age of thirty-five who have resided within the United States for at
least fourteen years as of 2016. Much of our discussion below, however, specializes to the
case in which Y takes only two values, i.e., Y = {c,t} is binary, Clinton (c) or Trump
(t). The decision to disregard other candidates (Johnson, Stein, McMullen, etc.) is itself
an inference based on the fact that every conceivable model, as of early November 2016,
gave these candidates a negligible win probability; see Section 3.2.
Prediction probabilities are determined by a mapping x 7→ pix that takes data x to
a probability distribution pix on Y. Technically, pix could be any (possibly x-dependent)
distribution, but, following our discussion in Section 2, a natural approach is to start
with a model, i.e., a joint distribution P for (X, Y ), and to take pix as the conditional
distribution of Y , given X = x, under P, namely,
pix(y) = P(Y = y | X = x), y ∈ Y. (1)
For example, FiveThirtyEight ’s final reported probabilities on election day were pix(c) =
0.72 and pix(t) = 0.28. It is not our intention here to question the modeling decisions
that produced these numbers. In fact, Silver’s analysis seems to be based on too many
ad hoc, inarticulable assumptions to evaluate in any scientific or systematic way, e.g.,
Silver’s weighting scheme for certain polls based on his own subjective grading of their
presumed accuracy. Instead, we ask some more basic questions: What do these numbers
mean? What do they tell us about the election outcome?
3.1 Probabilities and their interpretation
In the terminology of classical debates over probability, are these election probabilities to
be interpreted as frequencies, subjective degrees of belief, betting quotients, or something
else? It turns out that there are elements of each interpretation, at least in the predictions
from FiveThirtyEight . The discussion that follows highlights the difficulty in interpreting
these probabilities from these classical points of view, and we offer a first look at an
alternative approach that may be fruitful.
Objective probabilities and frequencies. In the case of FiveThirtyEight , this 72%
figure represents the frequency of times Clinton won in a large number of simulations
from their mathematical model. In this sense, the probabilities are frequencies, but how
do we interpret such a frequency in the context of the real world? The frequency of
72% derived from the FiveThirtyEight simulations is a synthetic frequency in that it
is calculated by repeatedly sampling from an idealized model for the election outcome.
It does not represent a frequency in the same sense as frequencies obtained by tossing
a physical coin a large number of times. And, of course, the concept of repeating the
election a large number of times is a fantasy.
Nevertheless, some of the post-election confusion stemmed from a widespread feeling
in the general public that prediction probabilities correspond to some objective reality.
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For example, FiveThirtyEight ’s final pre-election report hints at a real-world interpreta-
tion by stating Clinton’s “chance of winning” at 72% [20]; and The New York Times made
a similar statement, giving Clinton an 85% “chance to win” [9]. There is a tendency to
characterize Trump’s victory as “improbable” based on the low percentages he was given
under the models by FiveThirtyEight , Princeton Election Consortium, The New York
Times, and many others, but such an assessment affords those predictions an objective
interpretation that may not be warranted. For example, suppose that an urn contains
100 balls—50 blue and 50 red—and a ball is to be chosen completely at random. If we
know the composition of the urn, then neither color is improbable. On the other hand, if
we don’t know the composition of the urn, but we assume that 1 ball is blue and 99 are
red, then we would assign “low credence,” say, to drawing a blue ball even though such
an outcome is by no means improbable.
Subjective probabilities and calibration. Interpreting the probabilities as objec-
tive frequencies fails to account for the sensitivity of these probabilities to subjective
modeling decisions. In fact, the probabilities reported by FiveThirtyEight and others are
quite sensitive to subjective modeling assumptions; for example, on October 24th, Silver
estimated Clinton’s chance at 85%, but also discussed how the estimate would increase
to anywhere from 90% to 99.8% if certain assumptions were modified [19].
Instead of interpreting these percentages as the long run frequency that the specific
event “Clinton is elected president in 2016” occurs in a large number of repeated trials
of the election, we can possibly interpret the probabilities as frequencies relative to the
mechanism by which the percentages were derived. Specifically, we may interpret the
72% probability for Clinton in terms of how often we can expect any arbitrary event E
to occur when assigned probability 72% by the methods employed by FiveThirtyEight . If
the class of events E to which the FiveThirtyEight simulations assign a 72% probability
occur roughly 72% of the time, then the 72% probability may have a somewhat objective
interpretation as a frequency in terms of the mechanism by which it was calculated, but
not in terms of the event that Clinton will win.
With this interpretation, one can supplement the model specification step with checks
of how well the specified model fits the available data [14], with the goal of calibrating the
subjective probabilities to some kind of long-run frequencies. A necessary consequence of
this form of calibration is that 72% predictions have to be wrong about 28% of the time
[5]. Further shortcomings of calibration are highlighted in [18].
3.2 A new perspective—validity
Generally speaking, it seems safe to assume that consumers of the election predictions
don’t care about the various interpretations of probability, e.g., betting odds, frequencies,
etc. They just want the prediction to be correct. Since predictions come before the
election is decided, there is uncertainty in these predictions, and the only logical reason
to put stock in a given prediction is if the prediction is, in some sense, unlikely to be
wrong. With this in mind, we propose the condition of predictive validity, which we
describe informally as follows:
a prediction derived from a given method is valid if the probability, relative to
the posited model, that the method gives a wrong prediction is not too large.
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This notion is closely related to Fisher’s logic of statistical inference and Occam’s razor:
given the model, if the prediction derived from a particular method is incorrect with low
probability, then there is no reason to doubt the prediction made in a particular case.
This goes beyond the idea of calibration discussed above in the sense that validity allows
us to control the accuracy of our prediction, to mitigate our damages so to speak. There
are also some connections with the guarantees advocated by [11, 12].
As we discuss further below, an important aspect of predictive validity is that it only
requires that we can interpret small probabilities. This feature aligns with the rationale of
Cournot’s principle [16], according to which small (and therefore large) probabilities are
the only interpretable or actionable probabilities. For example, a moderate probability of
40% for an event E is likely too large for us to comfortably predict that E will not occur,
that is, to “take action” in predicting that its complement, Ec, will occur. But we may
well be comfortable to predict Ec if the probability of E were, say, 0.001. Our proposed
approach also lends itself to accounting for uncertainty in the model, thereby avoiding
an exaggeration of the quality of predictions, the “overselling of precision” discussed by
some after the election [10]. We discuss this further in Section 4.
3.3 Prediction sets and their validity
By Cournot’s principle, the only meaningful or actionable probabilities are the small
ones. In keeping with this principle, our proposal is to avoid directly interpreting those
probabilities that are not small, and thus not easily interpretable. Towards making
this more formal, for a given prediction rule x 7→ pix and a suitably small α > 0 (see
Proposition 2), we define the α-level prediction set as
Πx(α) =
{
y ∈ Y : pix(y) > α
}
. (2)
This set consists of all those election outcomes that are at least α-probable according
to the given prediction rule and the given polling data x. We propose to report the
prediction set Πx(α) instead of committing to choose a single candidate and then po-
tentially struggling to interpret the magnitudes of the individual prediction probabilities
when making this choice. By working with the set in (2), we only commit ourselves to
interpreting the probabilities with small magnitudes, i.e., we only rule out a candidate if
his/her prediction probability is less than the specified threshold α.
For the 2016 election, the reported probabilities for Clinton were 0.72, 0.91, 0.98, and
0.99 for FiveThirtyEight , The New York Times, The Huffington Post, and the Princeton
Election Consortium, respectively. Taking these probabilities as the values for pix(c), if
α = 0.05, then the resulting prediction sets are {c,t} for FiveThirtyEight and The New
York Times, and {c} for the two others.
Our proposed approach that predicts with a set of candidates is more conservative, in
general, than an approach that is obligated to choose a single candidate. But if the polls
are not informative enough to distinguish two or more candidates, then the analysis is
prudent to avoid such a potentially misleading distinction. Indeed, an important point
that came up in the post-election discussions is that the predictions that heavily favored
Clinton may have unintentionally caused some Clinton supporters not to vote. Our
proposal to make specific predictions only when the data makes it a clear decision helps
to avoid the undesirable situation where the prediction itself affects the outcome. We
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note, however, that even under the suggested approach, the analysis by the Princeton
Election Consortium and others that assigned probabilities of 98% or higher to Clinton
would still have given the wrong predictions, recalling the importance of a sound model
in arriving at the probabilities pix.
As we demonstrate below, under mild conditions, the α-level prediction set Πx(α)
controls the probability of making a wrong prediction at α. More formally, we say that
prediction based on a α-level prediction set Πx(α) defined in (2) is valid at level α, relative
to the specified model P for (X, Y ), if
P{ΠX(α) 63 Y } ≤ α. (3)
In words, the prediction is valid at level α if the P-probability of making a wrong predic-
tion with the set ΠX(α) is no more than the specified α. Compare this to the informal
notion of validity introduced in Section 3.2 above. Proposition 1 gives a sufficient condi-
tion for (3) that is easy to arrange.
Proposition 1. A prediction set ΠX(α) as defined in (2) is valid in the sense of (3) if
the corresponding x 7→ pix satisfies
P{piX(Y ) ≤ α} ≤ α. (4)
Proof. By definition of ΠX(α),
P{ΠX(α) 63 Y } = P{piX(Y ) ≤ α},
so the validity result (3) follows immediately from (4).
We note that the setup is very general—any choice of x 7→ pix that satisfies (4) would
lead to valid prediction—but (4) automatically holds for an interval of α values when pix
is the conditional probability (1) based on the model P.
Proposition 2. Let pix be the P-conditional probability in (1). Then there exists A > 0
such that (4) holds for all α ∈ (0, A). In particular, A can be taken as
A = min
x
pi(2)x , (5)
where pi
(2)
x is the second smallest among the strictly positive pix(y) values, for the given x,
as y ranges over the (finite) set Y.
Proof. Using iterated expectation and the definition of pix, we get
P{piX(Y ) ≤ α} = E{1piX(Y )≤α}
= E
{∑
y∈Y
1piX(y)≤α P(Y = y | X)
}
= E
{∑
y∈Y
1piX(y)≤α piX(y)
}
If α < A, then the events {piX(y) ≤ α}, y ∈ Y, are mutually exclusive, so at most one
term in the above summation is positive. Since each term is no more than α, this implies
that the summation itself is no more than α, hence (4).
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Note that if N = 2 in Proposition 2, say, Y = {c,t}, then A in (5) reduces to
A = min
x
max{pix(c), pix(t)}.
Unless there are some counter-intuitive constraints on the Clinton/Trump probabilities,
e.g., pix(c) ≤ 13 for all values of x, we expect A = 12 . So, the interval (0, A) would certainly
be wide enough to accommodate traditionally “small” values, such as α = 0.05.
The above result is conservative in that the conclusion (4) may hold for a wider range
of α than that given by A in (5). In fact, in some cases, (4) holds for all α ∈ (0, 1),
which amounts to piX(Y ) being stochastically no smaller than a random variable having
a uniform distribution on (0, 1); see Figure 2. There are cases, however, where (4) does
not hold for all α ∈ (0, 1). For an extreme example, in the case Y = {c,t}, suppose that
the polling data is completely uninformative, so that pix(c) = pix(t) =
1
2
for all x. Then
we have P{piX(Y ) ≤ α} = 0 for all α < 12 and P{piX(Y ) ≤ α} = 1 for all α ≥ 12 , so that
(4) holds for α ∈ (0, 1
2
) but in a trivial way.
3.4 Illustrative example
Here we consider an example that is simple enough that the necessary calculations can be
done without much trouble but also relevant enough that it illustrates our main points.We
revisit this example in Section 4.3 below.
Assume that there are only two viable candidates, Clinton and Trump, so that Y =
{c,t} and N = 2. Start with a fixed sample size n, poll n voters, and record the number
X that indicate support for Trump. (For now, we assume that there is no non-response,
so that n−X of the polled voters indicate support for Clinton; we relax this assumption in
Section 4.3.) A simple choice is a binomial model, i.e., X ∼ Bin(n, θ), with a default flat
prior for θ, resulting in a model for X that is uniform on {0, 1, . . . , n}. To complete our
specification of P, the joint distribution for the polling data X and the election outcome
Y , it remains to describe the conditional distribution of Y , given X = x, in (1). Here we
propose a logistic-type model
pix(t) =
exp{λ(θˆ − 1
2
)}
1 + exp{λ(θˆ − 1
2
)} and pix(c) = 1− pix(t), (6)
where θˆ = x/n and λ > 0 is a specified constant. Assuming that the poll is reasonably
informative, if θˆ is much larger than 0.5—even, say, 0.6—then the probability assigned
to a Trump victory ought to be close to 1, so a relatively large value of λ makes sense;
for this illustration, we consider λ = 10. A plot of this pix(t) curve, as a function of
θˆ, is shown in Figure 1. The distribution function G of piX(Y ), derived from the joint
distribution of (X, Y ) under this model, is displayed in Figure 2; note the stochastic
ordering from (4). Validity of the corresponding prediction set ΠX(α), for any α ∈ (0, 1),
then follows immediately from Propositions 1 and 2.
The prediction set Πx(α), for small α, would contain both c and t unless
θˆ ≤ 1
2
+
1
λ
log
α
1− α or θˆ ≥
1
2
+
1
λ
log
1− α
α
.
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Figure 1: Plot of the probability pix(t) in Section 3.4, as a function of θˆ = x/n.
For a numerical example, suppose that X = 470 and we take the model in (6) with
λ = 10. According to the classical distribution theory, there is roughly a 3% margin of
error, so this seems to give an impression that Clinton has a significant lead. But under
the model in (6), the prediction probabilities are
pix(t) =
exp{10(0.47− 0.50)}
1 + exp{10(0.47− 50)} = 0.426 and pix(c) = 1− 0.426 = 0.574,
giving both candidates an appreciable probability of winning. For sure, no validity guar-
antees can be given for a prediction that Clinton wins based only on this available infor-
mation. Therefore, we argue that, based on this data and this model, the analyst should
acknowledge that the race is too close to make a prediction, and report the set {c,t}
based on this poll data.
4 Predictions accounting for uncertainty
4.1 Probabilities to plausibilities
A serious concern about the use of (conditional) probabilities pix(y) in (1) for prediction
is that these only describe the variability of the outcome Y , given X = x, with respect
to a given model P. They do not reflect the uncertainty in the choice of P itself. Since
the outcome Y is usually binary in the election context, variability is difficult to interpret
and arguably less important than model uncertainty.
For example, recall Silver’s October 24th acknowledgment [19] that his estimates for
Clinton could change from 85% up to 99.8% depending on the choice of model. But
then he ultimately reports an estimate that does not actually reflect this uncertainty. An
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Figure 2: Distribution function G(pi) = P{piX(Y ) ≤ pi}, for pi ∈ (0, 1), derived from the
joint distribution of (X, Y ) described in Section 3.4.
important lesson from this past election is that model uncertainty can be substantial, so
it should somehow be incorporated into the predictions.
A realistic situation is one where subject-area knowledge is used to narrow down to a
collection P of reasonable models P, but unable to identify a single best model. That is,
we “don’t know” which model within this collection is most appropriate. For example,
in this past election, there was speculation of a “hidden” Trump vote, and among the
collection of models that differ in the nature and extent to which the “hidden” vote
influences the outcome, we don’t know which is most appropriate; see Section 4.3. Silver
and others chose models that ignored the possible “hidden” Trump vote, and it turns out
that this may have been a poor choice. As discussed above, model choice is a subjective
decision, so the only thing wrong with the choices made by Silver and others is in not
accounting for their uncertainty in this choice.
To account for uncertainty, we propose an adjustment to the output reported for
prediction. Specifically, given a collection P of candidate models, we recommend reporting
features of the set function
pix(B) = sup
P∈P
P(Y ∈ B | X = x), B ⊆ Y, (7)
in particular,
pix(y) = sup
P∈P
P(Y = y | X = x), y ∈ Y.
In Section 4.2, we discuss a number of important consequences in using the alternative
prediction output in (7). Here we simply point out that, since the supremum in pix(y) is
taken separately for each y ∈ Y, the resulting pix need not be a probability distribution.
For example, in the case where Y = {c,t}, it may be that pix(c) +pix(t) > 1. Therefore,
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since pix(y) may not be probabilities, we instead call them plausibilities, following Shafer’s
terminology [15]. In this terminology, an outcome Y = y is plausible given X = x as long
as Y = y has a large enough probability under some candidate model P ∈ P. Conversely,
an outcome is implausible if it has a small probability under all candidate models P ∈ P.
4.2 Interpreting plausibilities
Our motivation for shifting from probabilities in Section 3.1 to plausibilities in Section 4.1
is to account for model uncertainty in the prediction output. Our proposal in (7) satisfies
this objective for two main reasons:
• Evaluating pix(y) requires the data analyst to be explicit about the class of models
being entertained. Compare this to standard practice where several models are
considered but the results of only one cherry-picked analysis are reported [6].
• Maximizing over P is consistent with our general understanding (via Cournot’s
principle) that only small probability values are actionable. In particular, when the
model itself is uncertain—meaning that different candidate models in P assign vastly
different probabilities to a particular outcome—then we should be less inclined to
take action based on the assessment of the more favorable model. Taking the
supremum in (7) has the effect of pushing some borderline-actionable probabilities
into the unactionable category.
Plausibilities are surely less familiar and arguably more complicated than probabil-
ities, so some additional care is needed to interpret them. First, any set-function p on
the power set of Y that satisfies p(∅) = 0, p(B) ≥ 0, and p(B1) + p(B2) ≥ p(B1 ∪ B2)
is a plausibility function. It is easy to check that the function pix in (7) meets these
requirements. Towards an interpretation, it helps to regard pix it as an upper probability
[3]; that is, pix(B) is the maximal probability assigned to B as P varies over the collection
P. Conversely, there is a corresponding lower probability
pix(B) = 1− pix(Bc), B ⊆ Y,
or belief function [15], obtained by replacing supremum in (7) with infimum.
The lower probabilities pix and, therefore, also upper probabilities pix admit a clear
interpretation in terms of bets [17, 26]. If our lower probability on an event B ⊆ Y is given
by pix(B) and we are offered the opportunity to bet on B, then we would accept any price
up to pix(B) since such a bet is coherent with respect to every conceivable model P in P.
This interpretation of pix(B) in terms of betting is more conservative than the ordinary
Bayesian arguments for coherence in terms of two-sided bets. In the conventional setting,
we are offered a bet at price pB on B and 1 − pB on Bc. Note that by the requirement
pix(B) + pix(B
c) ≥ 1, we have pix(B) + pix(Bc) ≤ 1, so that if pB ∈ (pix(B), pix(B)), then
we would not accept a bet on either B or Bc.
Another interesting feature of the upper and lower probabilities is that the difference
pix(B)− pix(B)
measures model uncertainty about B, what Dempster [4] refers to as a “don’t know”
probability, which measures the amount of uncertainty about B in the model P. The
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greater this difference, the more uncertainty there is about how to assign probabilities
to the event B, and hence the more we “don’t know” about the proper assessment of B.
In the election context, where we are interested primarily in the probabilities assigned to
particular candidates, we have
pix(y) = sup
P∈P
P(Y = y | X = x) and pix(y) = inf
P∈P
P(Y = y | X = x),
and the uncertainty about the model is reflected in the fact that the difference pix(y) −
pix(y) is positive at least for some y ∈ Y. Under the view that only small probabilities
are interpretable, the most meaningful/useful output is pix(y), y ∈ Y, since having pix(y)
small means that the event Y = y has small probability under all candidate models P ∈ P,
and is thus actionable even in the presence of model uncertainty.
Finally, our choice to work with the plausibility or upper probability pix is consistent
with the proposed notion of validity and the corresponding prediction sets. Indeed,
the following proposition says that, for suitable α, the α-prediction set Πx(α), using
the plausibility pix(y) in place of the probability pix(y), satisfies the prediction validity
condition (3) with respect to any P in P.
Proposition 3. Suppose that there exists α > 0 such that
P{piX(Y ) ≤ α} ≤ α
for all P ∈ P, where pix is the P-conditional probability. Then, for that α value, the
plausibility-based α-prediction set
Πx(α) = {y ∈ Y : pix(y) > α}
satisfies
sup
P∈P
P{ΠX(α) 63 Y } ≤ α.
4.3 Illustrative example, cont.
To follow up on the example from Section 3.4, suppose now that, among the n = 1000
polled individuals, 475 pledge support to Clinton, 425 pledged support to Trump, and 100
did not respond. A naive approach to handling non-response is to assume that those who
did not respond are no different, on average, than those who did respond; in statistics
jargon, this corresponds to a missing-at-random assumption. But based on the available
information, there is no justification for such a model assumption. In fact, all available
information indicates that these 100 individuals, in choosing not to respond to the poll,
acted drastically differently from the other 900 who did respond, suggesting that their
preferences may also exhibit different behavior.
Here, the added uncertainty is in which category—c or t—to put the 100 non-
responses. The missing-at-random model would split the 100 proportionally into the
two groups, which boils down to ignoring them altogether. Another model, extreme but
consistent with the hypothesis of a “hidden” Trump vote would put all 100 non-responses
with Trump; a similarly extreme model puts the 100 non-responses with Clinton, con-
sistent with a “hidden Clinton” vote that was discussed by some [1]. There may be a
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whole spectrum of models in P, differing in how they handle the non-responses, but we
have identified the two extremes, so we can evaluate the plausibilities by plugging the θˆ
corresponding to these extremes into the formula in Section 3.4. That is, set
θˆlo =
425 + 0
1000
= 0.425 and θˆhi =
425 + 100
1000
= 0.525,
and evaluate the plausibilities (for λ = 10)
pix(t) =
exp{λ(θˆhi − 12)}
1 + exp{λ(θˆhi − 12)}
= 0.562,
pix(c) = 1−
exp{λ(θˆlo − 12)}
1 + exp{λ(θˆlo − 12)}
= 0.679.
This is equivalent to a pair of lower probabilities, 0.321 for t and 0.438 for c, along with
an extra 0.241 of “don’t know.” These results indicate that the information in the polling
data is too weak to make a clear prediction about the winner. Compare this to a naive
analysis that ignores the non-response in assuming θˆ = 425/900 = 0.472 and reports the
pair of probabilities
pix(t) =
exp{λ(0.472− 0.50)}
1 + exp{λ(0.472− 0.50)} = 0.430 and pix(c) = 1− pix(t) = 0.570.
This latter analysis gives an indication that Clinton has a semi-healthy lead, while ignor-
ing that a critical and arguably unjustifiable missing-at-random assumption was made.
5 Concluding remarks
The field of data science and statistics has grown rapidly over the past decade in no small
part because of the perceived success of data-driven methods in predicting the 2008 and
2012 presidential elections. Writing for a general audience, Kass et al (2016) pay explicit
acknowledgment to “FiveThirtyEight for bringing statistics to the world (or at least to
the media).” But the same publicity which gained statistics and data science great fanfare
after the 2008 and 2012 elections led to the public outcry after its perceived failure in the
2016 election. Such is the risk that comes with being relevant, and statisticians ought to
avoid the mistakes of the past when responding to these criticisms.
Statisticians are inclined to defend against these criticisms. For example, the brazen-
ness in the declaration on the SimplyStatistics blog that Statistically speaking, Nate Silver,
once again, got it right, leaves many ordinary citizens scratching their heads: Silver was
praised for correctly predicting the 2008 and 2012 elections; and now he’s being praised
for incorrectly predicting the 2016 election. If Silver was correct in 2008 and 2012, when
his predictions were right, and also correct in 2016, when his predictions were wrong,
then is it possible for the analysis to ever be incorrect? Though professional statisticians
may dismiss such reasoning as naive, defending against these common sense refutations
with jargon heavy arguments only arouses more suspicion.
To be clear, we are not claiming that those analyses were wrong, only that they were
ineffective. And by all accounts, the analyses failed. They failed because the 2016 election
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was one of the most heavily covered news events in recent history, offering a major plat-
form to publicize the power of data-driven techniques in addressing real world problems.
But that’s OK. Statisticians should not feel obligated to defend these failed predictions.
We should, instead—as urged by Jessica Utts [24], 2016 President of the American Sta-
tistical Association—take the opportunity to clarify the purpose of statistical analyses
in the first place. Statistics is not a tool for predicting the future as much as it is of
making sense of what insights can be reasonably gleaned from data. Statistical analysis
is conservative by its nature, and the limelight enjoyed by Nate Silver and other data
scientists shouldn’t distract from that.
As Yogi Berra famously said, “It’s tough to make predictions, especially about the
future,” so even a perfectly sound analysis is not guaranteed to be right. One of the
things we can learn from the 2016 election is just how embarrassing incorrect predictions
can be. Since there is sure to be uncertainty in the 2020 election, we must be more careful
about how we justify and communicate our conclusions to consumers. In this paper, we
have put forward some alternative ways to convert probabilities to valid predictions in a
way that accounts for model uncertainties. These are, by design, more conservative than
traditional prediction strategies, especially when there is uncertainty about the model
itself, but we show that it is straightforward to arrange some bounds on the probability
of making an erroneous prediction.
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